Introduction
A comprehensive treatment of the theory of Gröbner bases is far beyond the scope of this tutorial. The reader is reffered to [1] , [2] , [3] for a more detailed discussion. Gröbner bases offers a powerful algorithmic criterion for the existence of solutions to a system of algebraic equations over algebraically closed fields. While the theory is rich and builds on the theory of Ideals and Varieties, the discussion in the persent tutorial will remain as elementary as possible. The tutorial focuses on implementation aspects of Gröbner bases computation via the Buchberger algorithm. The Sage[S + 11] specific implementation discussed here is not meant to rival the efficient implementations available on Singular, Maxima and other Computer Algebra Systems(CAS). The tutorial merely attempts to provide an overview of the implementation details of the Buchberger algorithm. It must be pointed out that there are many other algorithms besides the Buchberger algorithm for computing Gröbner bases, however for simplicity we restrict our attention to the Buchberger Algorithm. The reader can contact the author 1 , to obtain the L A T E X source or to suggest possible corrections The problem that the tutorial discusses is the determination of existence of solutions to a system of polynomial equations of the form.
where
The determination of existence of solution can be established algorithmically via Gröbner bases computation.
Initial Set up
For simplicity we will be considering systems of polynomial equations with at most 10 variables.
# Defining the variables var('x0, x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6, x7, x8, x9') # The prime assignment P = Primes() p0 = P.unrank(0); p1 = P.unrank(1); p2 = P.unrank(2); p3 = P.unrank(3); p4 = P.unrank(4); p5 = P.unrank(5); p6 = P.unrank(6); p7 = P.unrank(7); p8 = P.unrank(8); p9 = P.unrank(9);
Multivariate leading term
The multivariate leading term functions determines the leading term of an input polynomial. The leading term for a given polynomial is identified using a monomial ordering. We use in the tutorial a monomial ordering proposed by the author which follows from the fundamental theorem of arithmetics. The proposed ordering has the advantage of considerably simplifying aspects of the implementation.
def multivariate_leading_term(f): # Expression used for specifying the # type of the operation. add = x0+x1 mul = x0*x1 xpo = x0^x1 cst = 2 if (f.operator() == add.operator()): # Collecting the terms L = f.operands() # Collecting the terms striped from their # coefficients ).substitute(x0=p0,x1=p1,x2=p2,x3=p3,\ x4=p4,x5=p5,x6=p6,x7=p7,x8=p8,x9=p9) > tmp_value:
return f elif (f.operator() == xpo.operator()): return f else :
return f
The multivariate division function
The multivariate division function is at the heart of the Buchberger algorithm for computing Gröbner bases. This routine generalizes the familiar long division algorithm for single variable polynomials two non trivial ways. First the algorithm extends the single variable long division algorithm to polynomials with multiple variables. Second the algorithm allows for the division of single multivariate polynomial by a finite list of multivariate polynomials. It goes without saying that the implementation relies quite heavily on the monomial ordering . We provide here both the pseudocode description of the algorithm as found in [1] and our proposed Sage implementation.
The implementation of the algorithm described above is also particularly insightfull. # Getting the Leading term of p Lt_p = multivariate_leading_term(p) #Getting the leading Monomial of p Lm_p = Lt_p/Lt_p.substitute(x0=1,x1=1,x2=1,x3=1,\ x4=1,x5=1,x6=1,x7=1,x8=1,x9=1) m_p = Lm_p.substitute(x0=p0,x1=p1,x2=p2,x3=p3,\ x4=p4,x5=p5,x6=p6,x7=p7,x8=p8,x9=p9) m_fi = Lm_fi.substitute(x0=p0,x1=p1,x2=p2,x3=p3,\ x4=p4,x5=p5,x6=p6,x7=p7,x8=p8,x9=p9) if (gcd(m_p, m_fi) == m_fi or gcd(m_p, m_fi) == -m_fi):
The multivariate least common multiple
The multivariate least common multiple function determines the monomial least common multiple(LCM) for an input pair of monomials. Our proposed monomial ordering reduces the monomial LCM computation to the familiar integer LCM computation.
def multivariate_monomial_lcm(t1, t2):
# These 2 lines of code get rid of the coefficient of the leading terms m1 = t1/t1.substitute(x0=1,x1=1,x2=1,x3=1,x4=1,x5=1,x6=1,x7=1,x8=1,x9=1) m2 = t2/t2.substitute(x0=1,x1=1,x2=1,x3=1,x4=1,x5=1,x6=1,x7=1,x8=1,x9=1) # The following computes the lcm value associated with the monomial we seek monomial_lcm_value = lcm(m1.substitute(x0=p0,x1=p1,x2=p2,x3=p3,\ x4=p4,x5=p5,x6=p6,x7=p7,x8=p8,x9=p9), m2.substitute(x0=p0,x1=p1,x2=p2,\ x3=p3,x4=p4,x5=p5,x6=p6,x7=p7,x8=p8,x9=p9)) 
multivariate reduction
The multivariate reduction function controls the bounds on the degree of the polynomials to be adjoined to the Gröbner bases. The reduction is achieved by dividing the polynomial by the greatest common divisor(GCD) of all the terms making up the polynomial. It also follows from our proposed ordering that the monomial GCD also reduces to the familiar integer GCD computation. Let us put the pieces together to implement the Buchberger algorithm for computing Gröbner bases. A Gröbner bases G of an ideal I generated by the set of polynomials {f k } 1≤k≤m ⊂ C[x 1 , · · · , x 10 ] over the field C is characterised by any one of the following properties, stated relative to some monomial order: -The ideal given by the leading terms of polynomials in I is itself generated by the leading terms of the basis G; -The leading term of any polynomial in I is divisible by the leading term of some polynomial in the basis G; -multivariate division of any polynomial in the polynomial ring C[x 1 , · · · , x 10 ] by G gives a unique remainder; -multivariate division of any polynomial in the ideal I by G gives 0.
We provide here both the pseudocode description of the algorithm as found in [1] and our proposed Sage implementation.
The Main Theorem and the Buchberger Algorithm
Let {f k } 1≤k≤t = 0 be a polynomial ideal. Then a Groebner basis for I can be constructed in finitely steps.
Here is the Buchberger algorithm:
denotes the remainder on division of S (p, q) by the ordered set of elements of G ′ .
Reduced Gröbner bases
A reduced Gröbner bases for a polynomial Ideal I is a Gröbner bases for I such that :
1. a deg(f ) = 1 for all p ∈ G 2. For all p ∈ G no monomials of p lies in { LT (G − p) } where LT denote the leading term.
Sage implementation of the Algorithm
The initialization part which specifies the following system of algebraic equations 
